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An important aspects of your home is the transition of coming from the out-
side to the inside. When your guests cross the threshold, you want them to
experience a welcoming impression of taste, beauty and expectation. You
can do this by developing an inviting "lure" of attraction that arouses their
sense of arriving somewhere special-arriving at a place that feels exciting as
well as accessible. Your welcome should lead them into the house by creat-
ing a sense of anticipation as they move from the entrance into the rooms.
You can do this through subtle beauty or through a wow factor, for example,
flowers in a spectacular vase, a beautiful painting, or an exciting piece of
sculpture.

So keep this initial lure at the entrance in mind as a way to welcome as well
as to instill the anticipation to return.

P.S. When you get a chance, please visit the Lee Jofa website which 
features some of my projects:

http://www.leejofa.com/designshare/Leslie_Hayes.htm

SPOTTED!
You can never have enough seating in your living room. This unique looking
bench adds a decorator's touch and fills in when an extra stool needs to be
pulled up. Great in a master bath or in the bedroom. The more the merrier. 

FOR SALE
King Chairs: Make a big statement with these large-scale king chairs.
Beautifully proportioned, with large brass nail heads, they are great
for a hallway or a dining room. Fit for a king. 5' high, 22" wide.
$1,200 each

Set of 2 Lamps: These distressed iron table lamps with dark brown
drum shades complement any style of furniture or room decor. 31"
high and 15" wide. $450 each 

Tea Caddies: You don't have to be a tea lover or a member of the
Tea Party to enjoy these beautiful 18th-century boxes from England.
Lead inserts removed. One is a square box with an ivory knob and
inlay. 6 1/2" wide by 6 1/4" high.  $375. Another is diamond-
shaped with an inlaid top. 7" wide by 5 1/2" high. $795 

18th-Century Prints: Set of nine different nest and egg prints. Lovely
soft colors.Group them for maximum impact. $195 each  

Kitchen chairs: Set of three American painted kitchen chairs, com-
fortable, sweet and nicely worn. Each slightly different. 32" high
and 15 1/2 " wide. $125 each or $350 for the set of three

I welcome feedback or comments as I would like to make
this newsletter as useful as possible for you. Feel free to
pass this along to friends or let me know if you would like
me to add someone to the mailing list.

Leslie N. Hayes

FABRIC NEWS
This iconic art deco design by Flora Scalamandre still looks fantastic in fabric
or wallpaper or an umbrella. Wonderful color options available. You don't
have to be an animal lover to enjoy this pattern.
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Besides designing rooms

and outdoor spaces,

clients hire 

me for some of the 

following:

· Paint color choices

· Finding fabric, 

furniture, accent pieces,

light 

fixtures, or 

accessories

· Choosing finishes, tiles,

and materials 

for bathroom and kitchen

renovations

· Rearranging rooms

· Space planning

· Consultationss
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